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All human souls, never so liedarkened, love light; lifjVit once
kindled, spread till all is luminous Carlylc

line Alto

Through the dark night of and pesMinistn there now
gleams the bright, light of

The dreaded pitfall and ohstacles prove no more formidable than
ant hills the road ahead is straight and smooth. The torch
bearer leads the way.

The Automobile Show opening next week in Amarillo and the
automobile shows held, or to be held, in hundreds of other cities
are conclusive proofs of the confidence displayed by America's
foremost industry. An optimism which is reflected by other
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This year ten billion dollars will be paid to American industry for
extra work. That much is needed to fill the gap of three and a half
years lost building activity

'America's population has outgrown its houses, its railroads, schools,
offices, hotels, telephone and telegraph facilities, and even its
highways. New building, ckupment, repairs and extensions must
be undertaken at once. It means busy men, busy cities, a busy
nation.

The automobile industry sees its share of service and reward in
this program. Your own advantage is here also.
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Be

from locomotives to household front steel
rails to from workmen's tools to power
from to trucks, trailers and automobiles must be
made, distributed and sold to meet the demands of the situation.

'Also current needs must be supplied. Such as shoes, clothing, food,
etc. More than 100,000,000 people are wearing out and consuming
such articles faster than they are now being produced. For the
past four or five months has been greatly shortened in

Skuw Is TorcSiiIjearer

to ai Era of Hatioial Prosperity

uncertainty
penetrating "Confidence.
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Everything furnishings,
typewriters, machinery,

wheelbarrows

production
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all merchandise. Surplus stocks have been drawn on. Today the
shelves and warehouses of the world are practically bare.

Business Is on the "Up-Grad- e"

Everywhere 4

Men going back to work are the signals of prosperity. Already
many lines are calling employes back. Unemployment in the
Chicago district has been reduced 60 per cent in the last three
weeks, according to recent announcement. In the St. Louis district
conditions are reported very stable.

N'cw England's textile mills have reopened. They arc booking big
orders to fill exhausted shelves. Stock market tendencies are
upward. Money is steadily easing. The opportunity that recon-
struction builders have awaited is at hand

A Million Automobiles Needed for

Replacements Alone

The automobile industry, representing a combined capital of
$1,802,000,000.00, has a very definite place in this business revival.
Not only as it employs hundreds of thousands, but as 'a business
facility upon which the nation depends as an indispensable phase of
transportation.

Without it the opportunities of the 1921 activity would not be
realizable. Distribution would be interrupted, effectively para-
lyzed. Men know modern business would be impossible wthout its
services.

And the automobile industry knows at least a million cars annually
are required to supply replacements alone. Nine Million Automobile
Owners acclaim the motor car a necessity and the majority seldom
err in judgment.

That is why the Automobile Show reflects such an abounding
confidence in the future. . The automobile is sure of its place be-

cause it is a proved servant that Today and the Future need.

Come to the Automobile Show if You Would Share Our Confidence

Automobile-Styl- e Show During Buyers and
Sellers Convention, Feb. 22, 23 and 24

cooper-- Building Amarillo, Texas

Amarillo-Panhand- le Automotive Association


